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Suddenly seeing Wiliam being stabbed to his heart, the people at the scene suddenly became
energetic.
It’s done!
This kid’s fate is really hard, and he has survived so long under the siege of so many people.
Fortunately, the ending is very beautiful.
At this moment, everyone’s minds were relaxed.
They triumphantly walked towards Wiliam’s corpse.
But in the next second, things changed!
One of them suddenly attacked the people nearby!
Immediately afterwards, many other people also shot one after another, slapped directly at the
people around them.
At this moment everyone is immersed in the joy and relaxation of victory, and the spirit is also the
most relaxed time.
Where can I expect to find such a change!
Nine people were beaten up to vomit blood and fell to the ground!
The big brother who took the lead was almost mad. He looked at these people in front of him and
shouted sharply: “What are you doing! Are you crazy!”
The ten people standing opposite them didn’t speak, they just watched coldly.
“We are a group, and you actually attacked your own people! If this spreads out! Do you still need the
face of the sect!” The leader screamed again.
The three elders who scented the blood were also injured, and they didn’t know how to deal with them
on the ground.
At this time, someone on the other side finally stood up and said with a smile: “Do you dare to spread
it?”
The atmosphere at the scene was stagnant.
It’s just because I didn’t dare to spread it out, so I was wearing black clothes and masking my face.
However, the people at the scene looked at the person who stood up, and they all had a doubt in their
hearts.

Which sect does this guy belong to?
The thought has not continued, this person has already walked over, and his body quickly touched on
the nine of them.
The black cloth on the faces of the nine people has been torn off, revealing their true colors.
At the moment when the three elders of Xianghualixue were exposed, they quickly lowered their
heads, feeling shameless.
And the nine of them also began to look at each other.
Seeing the identity of the other party, there is an urge to grab the ground with the head.
The nine people present came from three sects.
The hero of the Canglang, the fragrant flower and blood and the strange sword cover the sky.
“What do you want to do! Are you satisfied like this! I tell you that we are people standing in the same
boat, even if you know our identity, what about it?” The leader is a man who is nearly fifty years old. ,
He shouted angrily.
“Moreover, I know who you are! After all, this event was planned by my suzerain!” The man added
another sentence.
“Oh, do you know who I am?” The man who took away everyone’s face said with a smile.
He stopped being sloppy, walked in front of the leader, and slowly removed the black cloth from his
face.
Under the black cloth, a handsome face was revealed.
Seeing this face, the nine people stayed in place like a fool.
Isn’t this face the biggest goal of their trip, Wiliam!
Why would Wiliam mix in with these nineteen of them!
How did he know this action!
Also, if Wiliam is here, who is the person they killed just now!
That person can use the monster red lotus!
This is the most powerful guarantee for everyone to confirm Wiliam’s identity.
Also, who are the nine people around Wiliam?
Obviously, it can be seen that the nine people are mainly Wiliam, and they must have a deep
relationship with Wiliam!
The older brother that took the lead said that he knew the identities of these people, because he
knew that in addition to the heroes of Canglang, the fragrant flowers and blood, and the strange

sword covering the sky, the imperial swordsman and the remnant sword nine days were involved in
this land chase.
He wasn’t sure now.
Could these two sects come in at all, and then Wiliam asked someone to sneak in.
Otherwise, if it is the master of these two sects, it is impossible to be led by Wiliam!
All of a sudden, everyone’s three views collapsed, and they began to not understand the various
mysteries in it.
At this time, everyone saw an incredible picture again!
The ” Wiliam” who thought they were killed, got up from the ground quietly, patted the dust on his
body, and showed a weird smile.
Seeing the two Wiliam standing in front of them, the nine people were messed up in the wind.
“Tsk tusk tusk, the hero of the Canglang, the strange sword covering the sky, and the fragrance of the
flower, so good, they even teamed up to kill me. If I spread this message, I don’t know how the people
in the rivers and lakes will feel?” Wiliam hit the soft underbelly of these nine people.
Their faces were blue and white, and they were beyond embarrassment.
“Take them home first, and then you have to play.” Wiliam said, and walked down the mountain by
himself.
The rest of them naturally took the nine who had become useless.
The three elders who had scented their blood were extremely annoyed at this moment.
Why come out!
Now it’s alright, I was caught!
Shame on the sect.
Sovereign must be very angry.
But they noticed a detail.
Who was Wiliam who was besieged by the crowd and died in a suspended animation?
Being able to stand under the siege of so many masters for so long, and finally feign death and stand
up again, just like a person.
This person’s martial arts realm is definitely the pinnacle of the innate secret realm!
Is there such a scary person among the nine sects?
Yes or yes, but they are all old monsters.

Old monsters generally have personality. How could they help Wiliam in such a scene?
We are too difficult.
After Wiliam brought these nine people back to Yuntian Auction House, he bowed his hands to the
people behind him who had helped him, “Thank you, I owe you a favor.”
“Where is it! Wiliam, you are the guest of the Nine Sects of Remnant Swords. You have also given us
several reinventions. It’s a little bit of a favor, but it’s a small effort. We will leave first.” Ye Ye knew
exactly the three seniors of Sanqing Jianlao.
“And the predecessors of the imperial family, thank you.” Wiliam once again arched his hands to the
other group of people.
This wave of people also bowed their hands, “We don’t know what weird agreement you and Lin Jiang
had before, but since it was the suzerain’s order, we should go all out, and we are fortunate to live.
Goodbye, there is a chance to come. We imperial people drink tea.”
After speaking, these people left directly.
There were only two Wiliam left at the scene.
The two Wiliam are similar in figure and look exactly the same. If you don’t look very carefully, you
can’t find the subtle difference between the two.
But when there were only two of them, Wiliam who had been suspended from death suddenly took a
breath again, and his body quickly shrank until it was about Wiliam’s chin.
However, the breasts bulged up in two places, bulging, as if holding the breath for too long, and
wanting to tear the clothes.
She touched her face, and a gentle and curious voice appeared at the same time, “Your kid is too tired
for me to do this favor. The old lady is almost dead.”

